Inform Distribution Center
DDI System’s Warehouse Management Solution
Give your business the functionality to help streamline warehouse operations with industry
leading features like wireless bar code scanning, customized pick paths, and real-time
order and inventory management. Inform’s Distribution Center Software (DC) is built on
the Inform ERP platform so it interacts seamlessly with your business management. DC is
designed to achieve high-efficiency and error-free inventory handling for single and multilocation warehouses, to optimize operations.
Wireless Warehouse

Zone Picking/Order Sharing

Achieve greater control over your entire inventory. Advanced
features help breakdown on-hand product quantities by bin
location, optional tracking of serialized products, physical
inventory count efficiencies, and system-generated tasks.

Pickers can share workloads so multiple people can work
on the same order simultaneously. Quickly split orders into
“zones,” allowing pickers to work in different sections of the
warehouse without any overlap.

Inventory Lookup

Warehouse Transfers

View inventory quantities for a product or choose a new primary
bin location by scanning the product’s barcode, entering the
product number, or by entering the product’s description.

Simply and accurately transfer product from one branch
location to another. Maintain accurate inventory and avoid
transfer delays.

Dynamic Lookup

Stock Receiving

Get the details you need with any type of inquiry. Scan any
barcode and relevant information including serial numbers, lots,

Receive vendor stock or stock transfers directly through
the handheld wireless warehouse gun to ensure accurate

bin locations, inventory and orders are displayed. For example,
product scans show inventory and bin locations. A sales order
lookup will provide real-time pick progress.

inventory and bin assignment at all times. Print product labels
instantly for all special order items and items without barcodes
at the time of receiving.

Sales Order Picking

Bin Assignment

Flexible pick control helps minimize footsteps to maximize
productivity. Pick sales orders by individual order or by truck.
Pick routes are then assigned by bin location. The single step
‘Load’ option allows you to bypass the 2-step process and load
directly from the bin locations.

Inform’s WMS can be set up as either a Primary Bin Warehouse
or a Floating Bin Warehouse based on your business needs.
Pick lists are based on bin assignments with the option of FIFO
(first in, first out) logic when necessary.

Customizable Pick Path
Reduce the amount of time it takes to pick orders with
customizable bin sequencing. Define your own pick path
which may include picking the heaviest products first or pulling
inventory out of specific warehouse areas.
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Combine and Share Receivings
Multiple receivers can scan items and receive off the same
purchase order. This is taken one step further by allowing
multiple orders from the same vendor to be temporarily
combined for the duration of the receiving process.
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Achieve High Efficiency & Accuracy for
Single or Multi-Location Businesses
Real-Time Dashboard & Analytics
Gain detailed insight into every aspect of your warehouse with powerful
KPI’s that track both picker and receiver performance. In addition, a realtime dashboard shows the day’s progress towards order completion
allowing warehouse managers to better allocate resources.

Job Dispatcher
Warehouse managers will be able to assign specific jobs such as bin
counts, order picks, or replenishments to specific individuals using a
simple drag and drop style screen. Jobs will instantly appear on each
user’s wireless scanner.

Real-Time Dashboard Analytics

Scheduled Bin Counts
Recommended counts (currently available by product ranking) can
soon be automatically scheduled by bin location and assigned via
the Job Queue. Discrepancies (for recount) will also appear in the Job
Queue allowing for a truly paperless count.

Job Dispatcher

Improved Bin Replenishment
Transferring products from overflow locations is made easier by
establishing Min & Max quantities for your Primary, Showroom, or
Counter locations. Excess inventory appears in the Job Queue,
automating the replenishment process.

Lot Tracking
The in-depth lot tracking capabilities of Inform now extend to the
warehouse. Upon receiving lot enabled products you’ll be prompted
to assign lots along with expiration dates. Order picking will prioritize
date driven lot quantities using FIFO based logic.

Wireless/Paperless Warehouse
The automatic paperless job queue generates task lists to maintain
warehouse efficiency and accuracy. Tasks such as SO picking, userspecified spot checks, primary bin replenishment, stock ‘put away’,
discrepancy checks and elevate warehouse productivity.

“It’s fantastic how intuitive
and easy this system is.
Any new hires or temps we
use are up to speed within
an hour. During our busy
season this is a huge benefit
so we are not spending
valuable time training
temporary employees.”
Dominic Carusi, V.P. Finance & Operations
Casey EMI
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